THOSE WERE THE DAYS

{ TREAMEOE } : [Am] ONCE UPON A TIME
THERE WAS A [Am7] TAVERN
[A7] WHERE WE USED TO RAISE A GLASS OR [Dm] TWO
[Dm] REMEMBER HOW WE LAUGHED AWAY THE [Am] HOURS
[B7] THINK OF ALL THE GREAT THINGS WE WOULD [E7] DO

THOSE WERE THE { NORMAL STRUM }
[Am] DAYS MY FRIEND, WE THOUGHT THEY'D [Dm] NEVER END
WE'D LIVE THE [Dm] LIFE WE CHOOSE WE'D FIGHT AND
[Am] NEVER LOSE FOR WE WERE
[E7] YOUNG AND SURE TO HAVE OUR [Am] WAY

{ TREAMEOE } : [Am] THEN THE BUSY YEARS
WENT RUSHING [Am7] BY US
WE [A7] LOST OUR STARRY NOTIONS ON THE [Dm] WAY
[Dm] IF BY CHANCE I'D SEE YOU IN THE [Am] TAVERN

THOSE WERE THE { NORMAL STRUM }
[Am] DAYS MY FRIEND, WE THOUGHT THEY'D [Dm] NEVER END
WE'D LIVE THE [Dm] LIFE WE CHOOSE WE'D FIGHT AND
[Am] NEVER LOSE THOSE WERE THE

{ TREAMEOE } : [Am] JUST TONIGHT I STOOD
BEFORE THE [Am7] TAVERN
[A7] NOTHING SEEMED THE WAY IT USED TO [Dm] BE
[Dm] IN THE GLASS I SAW A STRANGE RE-[Am]-FLECTION
[B7] WAS THAT LONELY PERSON REALLY [E7] ME

** THOSE WERE THE { NORMAL STRUM }
[Am] DAYS MY FRIEND, WE THOUGHT THEY'D [Dm] NEVER END
WE'D LIVE THE [Dm] LIFE WE CHOOSE WE'D FIGHT AND
[Am] NEVER LOSE THOSE WERE THE
{ CONTINUE SINGING "DIE DIE DIE DIE DA DA DIE" }
WE'D LIVE THE [Dm] LIFE WE CHOOSE WE'D FIGHT AND
[Am] NEVER LOSE THOSE WERE THE
[E7] DAYS OH YES THOSE WERE THE [Am] DAYS.....**

{ TREAMEOE } : [Am] THROUGH THE DOOR
THERE CAME FAMILIAR [Am7] LAUGHTER
I [A7] SAW YOUR FACE AND HEARD YOU CALL MY [Dm] NAME
[Dm] OH MY FRIEND WE'RE OLDER BUT NO [Am] WISER

REPEAT FROM ** TO **